
WINEYARD:

The grapes that make this great wine come from specially sorted 
vineyards in the districts of La Consulta (70%) at the Uco Valley, 
and of Agrelo (30%), in Luján de Cuyo.  They are located at an 
average height of 1,150 m above sea level. 
Grapevines average age ranges from 50 to 60 years.
TThese grapevines are grown under a high density plantaon 
system and enjoy of a controlled producvity of 6 ton/acre.
Harvest is done the third and fourth week of April to obtain gross 
skinned grapes with a high concentraon of polyphenols.
Picking is carried out by hand and the grapes are put in small 
boxes. Bunches of grapes are manually selected at farms.

PRODUCTION:

UUpon receiving the grapes that come from diverse vineyards, a 
manual sorng of grains is carried out at the estate.
DDuring wine-making, grapes are given great arsan care so that 
they acquire all the potenal that the vineyard has conferred 
them. To achieve such an aim, a pre-fermentaon, in-cold soaking 
process is realized to further concentrate the color of skinned 
grapes and this facilitates the extracon of varietal scents that 
further highlight its type.  
FFermentaon is done using natural yeasts, between 27 and 29º 
C. Immediately aer that, a slow, post-fermentaon soaking pro-
cess takes place in order to extract the polyphenols that account 
for the structure and latent potenal of this great wine.
Aging takes place in new French oak barrels for eighteen months.

TASTING NOTES:

FAMILIA SCOTTI GRAND MALBEC, LIMITED BATCH is a unique 
and unrepeatable wine that endorses our deepest familiar passion 
and dedicaon.
Visually, this wine stands out due to its red-violet coloring of 
great intensity. On the nose, GRAND RESERVE appears a fairly 
expressive wine, combining rather complex aromac notes, which 
highlight the balance exisng between fruit and oak.
  In the mouth, this wine stands out due to its great persistence, 
roundness and greasiness, and it has a subtle, pleasant and ba-
lanced finish.
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